
Oval Shape China Banneton Proofing Basket TSBT08-TSBT12

Main features of China Banneton Proofing Basket TSBT08-TSBT12

1. TSBT08-TSBT12 products are in oval shape

2. Made of 100% Natural rattan cane and 100% handcrafts

3. High quality raw materials, food safe and durable

4. It is good for dough proofing. Save your time in shaping. Can also be used for multiple purpose.

5. Easy to clean, hand wash with warm water and keep dry after clean

6. customized label and bar code are available

7. Five sizes for your selection, and customized size is also available

 

Model number Size Shape Other
TSBT08 21*15*8cm Oval 100%

Natural rattan
 
100%
Handmand

TSBT09 25*15*8cm
TSBT10 35*15*8cm
TSBT11 44*9*5cm
TSBT12 55*10*7cm

How to use

1. Clean and dry the banneton basket, coated thinly and evenly with flour along inside of the basket

2. Put a piece of dough into the rattan basket till it completely fermented to fit the basket

3. The pattern of the China banneton proofing basket clearly imprint on the fermented dough,
beautiful bread mould formed.

4. Turn over the basket, take out of the dough, and transfer it onto a baking sheet of oven.

5. Bake the bread, clean the basket or set another dough into it, repeat the above procedure.

 

Pictures of Oval China Banneton Proofing Basket TSBT08-TSBT12

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Banneton-Basket.htm














Customized in Banneton basket factory

As an experienced China bakeware manufacturer, the factory has some standard shapes and sizes of
bread basket. There are shapes of round, rectangle, square and heart with differnt sizes. Customized
shape and size can also be made.

 



 

How to clean the natural rattan banneton proofing basket

After using China banneton proofing basket, dry it naturally. It there is dough stick on it, rub off
lightly with a brush and clean it in warm and mild soapy water. Then put it in an airy palce and dry it
naturally. Don’t hang the banneton in the strong sunshine.  

How to Maintain Rattan Banneton Basket?

Rattan Bannton Basket cannot be long-time exposure to outdoor sunshine exposure, or rain washed；

Rattan Bannton Basket cannot be long-time placed in too wet shade, so as to avoid moldy borers.

Rattan Bannton Basket should be wipe gently with a damp cloth and store in somewhere warm and
dry.

 





 

Banneton basket factory pictures





About us

Tsingbuy China bakeware manufacturer is providing 100% hand made and low price bread basket,
China banneton proofing basket with factory ability - banneton basket factory. Banneton basket
customization in shape, size, color, logo, and packing are all available in the proofing basket
manufacturer in China. Contact us with any of your needs and requirements in banneton basket.

Contact us

 

https://www.chinabakeware.com/about-us.html
https://www.chinabakeware.com/products.html


 

Product seriers of China banneton proofing basket




